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We read Gödel’s 1946 lecture as an important but perhaps
overlooked step in this line of thought [concerning formalism
freeness], not with respect to language necessarily [. . . ] with
respect to formalization altogether; in particular we will interpret
Gödel there as making the suggestion, albeit in a preliminary
form, that tests of robustness analogous to that which is implicit in
the Church-Turing Thesis be developed, not for the notion of
computable function but for the concept of definability - witnessing
its formalism independence, as it were.

• The second paper looks at building inner model hierarchies as Gödel did,
but instead using languages with extended quantifiers, rather than just first
order logic.



The method can be implemented not just for definability in the
sense of L [. . . ] as was done in [Ref Second Paper], but in other
settings as well. Thinking beyond definability toward other
canonical concepts, one might also consider this varying the
underlying logic also in other contexts. In fact any logical
hierarchy, e.g., Kleene’s ramified hierarchy of reals is amenable to
this treatment, conceivably. Suitable notions of confluence and
grounding must be formulated on a case by case basis.

•We shall attempt to give one answer to a question of whether something
similar might be done for the Ramified Analytical Hierarchy of Kleene.



Definition

If M is a set, let DefL∗(M) denote the set of all sets of the form
X = {a ∈ M | (M,∈) |= ϕ(a, b)}, where ϕ(x, y) is an arbitrary formula of
the logic L∗ and b ∈ M. We define a hierarchy (L′α) of sets constructible
using L∗ as follows:

L′0 = Ø
L′ν =

⋃
α<ν L′α for Lim(ν).

L′α+1 = DefL∗(L′α)

• One Example: L∗ is the L∈,= of set theory together with a cofinality ω
quantifier.

M |= Qcf
ω xyϕ(x, y, a)⇔ {(c, d) | M |= ϕ(c, d, a)} is a linear order of cofinality ω.

• It is important to remark that this is not an absolute notion: the right hand
side is evaluated in V , not in any sense in the final, as yet to be built, model
L′. New information is thus imported from V into the construction process.



Q. Can we do this for the Ramified Analytical Hierarchy?

• A hierarchy of analysis in a language L2 for Z2 - analysis or second order
number theory - suitable for structures of the form

M = (M,N,+,×, 0,′ , . . .)

where M ⊆ P(N).

Definition (Kleene)

Define by recursion on α, Pα ⊆ P(N):

P0 = Ø;
Pλ =

⋃
α<λ Pα for Lim(λ);

Pα+1 = {Y ⊆ N | Y is definable in L2 over Pα = (Pα,N,+,×, 0,′ , . . .)}

On cardinality grounds there will be a fixed point P =df Pβ0 = Pβ0+1

• (Gandy, Putnam) P is the minimal β-model of analysis. It is “correct” or
absolute for Π1

1 expressions.



• Can we introduce non-standard quantifiers here and see what models, now
not of set theory, but of analysis we can build?

• One problem, or difference, is that the model P is tiny:

Pβ0 = P(N) ∩ Lβ0

and the latter is the least level of the Gödel hierarchy which is a ZF− model.

• The Qcf
ω and other cardinality quantifiers are not going to get any traction

in this region of analysis as everything is countable and provably so. (For
every level α < β0, Lα+1 |=“card(Lα) = ω”.)



Infinite Games

So we have to think of something else.



Infinite Games

An infinite two person perfect information game GA with A ⊆ NN and
players I, II:

I n0 n1 . . .
II m0 m1 . . . z = (n0,m0, n1,m1, . . .)

I wins iff z ∈ A. (Similarly for II.)

Strategies and winning strategies for one or other of the players are defined
in an obvious way, and by recursive coding can be considered also elements
of NN.

GA is determined if I or II have a winning strategy.



Infinite Game Quantifiers

Let A ⊆ N× NN.

Definition

a~yA(k,~y) =df

= {k | Player I has a winning strategy playing into {Y | A(k,Y)} }
= {k | ∃y0∀y1∃y2 · · ·A(k, 〈y0, yi, · · ·〉)}.

We adapt this as follows: aXΦ(k,X, {n | ψ(n,Y)}) with both Φ, ψ ∈ L2,
Y ∈M, will be a new formula in L2,a and we shall define:

M |= “aXΦ(k,X, ‘ψ(v0,Y)’})”⇐⇒ aXΦ(k,X, {n ∈ N | (ψ(n/v0,Y))M}).

• The latter half to be evaluated again in V . There is no suggestion that Φ is
absolute between the structureM and V , nor yet that strategies (as sets of
integers) are inM’s domain.
• For Φ from a particular class Γ = Π1

n say, we are thus closing up under
aΦ definitions for Φ in Γ.



We thus define a hierarchy Pα for α ∈ On using the logic L2,aΓ.

PaΓ
α |= “aXΦ(k,X, ‘ψ(v0,Y)’})”⇐⇒

aXΦ(k,X, {n ∈ N | (ψ(n/v0,Y))PaΓ
α }).

This hierarchy will close off at some βaΓ with resulting model

PaΓ = P.

At first we consider various classes Γ.

Examples: (I) Γ = Σ0
1. Then strategies for open games in real parameters

definable (over PaΣ0
1

α ) will be L2,a-definable over PaΣ0
1

α and hence in PaΣ0
1

α+1.
We get simply:

PaΣ0
1 = P and βaΣ0

1
= β0.

• This is because, as pointclasses, aΣ0
1 = Π1

1, and we are defining the hyper
jump (a complete Π1

1(Y) set of integers) over Pα whenever Y is also so
definable.



Examples: (II) Γ = Σ0
i (i = 2, 3).

PaΣ0
i = P and βaΣ0

i
= β0 (i = 2, 3).

Examples: (III) Γ = Σ0
i , (i > 3). Here PaΣ0

i is still the reals of an initial
segment of L for some countable βaΣ0

i
. It is the smallest β-model of

Det(Σ0
i ).

We assume from now on PD or Projective Determinacy to get the right
behaviour of the a-quantifier on classes containing Π1

1.



Recall that under PD aΠ1
2n+1 is Σ1

2n+2 (and aΣ1
2n+2 is Π1

2n+3).

Examples: (IV) Let Γ = Π1
ω = Proj.

So now DefL2,a yields a model:

• (i) P := PProj of

“For every X ⊆ ω ∀n ∈ ω there is a complete Σ1
n(X) set of integers”.

• (ii) Because of (i): βProj > supnδ
1
n where in turn

δ1
n = sup{rk(R) | R a ∆1

n -prewellording of N}



The minimal model of Z2+ PD

• (iii) P is closed under: X → M]
n(X)

Theorem
P is the minimal βω- (so ‘projectively correct’) model of Analysis + PD.

Question: What model corresponds to P, in the way that the minimal
β-model of analysis was Lβ an initial segment of L?

Let Mω be the minimal iterable model of ω Woodin cardinals. Let JMω
γ be

the least level of the hierarchy of Mω that is (i) a ZF−-model (ii) closed
under “∀n ∈ ω∀X M]

n(X) exists”.

Theorem
Let βProj be the closure ordinal of the Pα hierarchy. Then

(i) γ = βProj; (ii) P = P(N) ∩ LMω
γ .

• P is the minimal βω-model of analysis. For every n it is “correct” or
absolute for Π1

n expressions.




